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'ABSTRACT
PROTRACTED RECHARGE OF TREATED SEWAGE INTO SAND
Part II:

Tracing the Flow of Contaminated GJ.'ound
Water w'ith a Resistivity Survey
bY'

William B. Fink, Jr.
Donald'B. Aulenbach
To aid in determining the direction of ground-water flow after the
effluent from the L''lke George Village sewage treatment plant is discharged
onto natural delta sand beds, resistivity studies wer,e made in the soil
(sand) in the vicinity of the recharge beds.

Ground water having high

dissolved solids is identified as producing lower resistivity readings.
The sewage effluent has a higher dissolved solids content than
isting ground water in the area.

the ex-

The path of the recharged sewage efflu-

ent, as identified by lower l'esistivity l'eadings, appears to flow in a
northerly direction from the sewage treatment plant along Gage Road toward
West Brook.

Due to interferences, the resistivity studies could not show

whether the high conductivity ground water flows into or under West Brook.

PROTRACTED RECHARGE OF TP£ATED SEWAGE INTO SAND
Part II:

Tracing the Flow of Contaminated Ground Water with a
Resisti'Tity Survey

INTRODUCTION
The results reported in Part I of this paper are inconclusive when
the CJ,uestion of protecting Lake Geo.rge (New York) from eutrophication is
considered, especially with regard to phosphorus which may be the limiting
nutrient in Lake George.

It is not known first whether the infiltrated

effluent reaches Lake George; nor second, whether the nutrients, especially
phosphorus, will be effectively removed for the foreseeable future by the
natural sand beds.
If the removal of phosphorus is a<lsorp·tive, as has been suggested by
Preul (1968), then the soil's removal capacity l'1OuJ.d be limited, and eventually phosphorus breakthrough could be expected.

As a result, the path

of groundwater flow ill the vicinity of the treatment plant became an important unknown.

The determination of this factor is the subject of this

paper.
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA
Lake George, located in northeastern New York State (Figure 1) lies
in a region of complex geology.

At least two distinct periods of faulting

have occurred (Hill, 1965), one seemingly during the pre-Cambrian period.
A set of normal faults breaks the area into a series of north-south tending
mountains that consist of pre-Cambrian gneisses and narrow valleys that are
underlain by lower Paleozoic strata.
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The lake lies in one of these valleys that appears to be bordered by
faults on, both shores along at least part of its length.

These faults are

definitely present near the southern end of the lake, and seemingly extend
for some distance towards the city of Glens Falls before joining together.
Lake George was formed when Pleistocene· glaciation left a large moraine
and outwash zone consisting of delta deposits, moraine sand, gravel and
bOUlders.

This process eliminated the previous drainage of the valley

through the Dunham Bay area, and allovled the lake to form.

The Village of

Lake George and its treatment plant are located on delta sand deposits near
the lake shore.

A soils map in the vicinity of the treatment plant is shown

in Figure 2.
THE RESISTIVITY SURVEY
The resisti vi ty survey technique belongs to the field of geophysics,
where it was developed to investigate subsurface structure by passing a
current through the soil, measuring the potential difference at two other
electrodes, and calculating the resistivity.

Interpretation is based upon

changes in resistivi.ty as the spacing of the electrodes, or the array's
location is varied.

The equation used to calculate the resistivity is de-

rived by assuming that the resistivity is uniform, thus the calculated resistivity is an apparent resistivity,
= K (ElI)

where E is the measured potential difference, I the imposed current,and K
a configuration factor equal to 2na whet'e a is the electrode .spacing, for
the Wenner array (Wenner, 1916) used in this research.

The Wenner array

consists of four electrodes arranged in a straight line and equally spaced.
The outer electrodes are used for imposing the current while the potential
difference is measured at the inner electrodes.
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Hi~torically,

the

resi~tivity

method has been used to delimit the

norizontaJ. extent of a .structure, or its depth, and as a result, two basic
survey techniques have been developed.

In depth profiling, the electrode

array is centered over the point where the depth to a structure is wanted,
and tne electrode spacing varied from a small value

(relat~ve

to the ex-

pected depth) to a greater value, producing a curve of resistivity versus
electrode spacing.
Conceptually, 'although not theoretically correct (Keller and Frishknecht,
1966), this pr90ess can be visualized as increasing the depth of penetration
of the imposed
current, thus increasing the effect of the lower
.
. layers on
the apparent resistivity as the electrode spacing is increased (Moore in
Anonymous, 1951).
in horizontC'.l pl'ofiling, on the other hand, the electrode spacing is
kept constant, and the entir'e array is moved from site to site, yielding
a horizontal variation in

resistivity~

The major pL'oblem with this type

of survey is to choose the electrode spacing in such a manner as to highlight
the edge of the horizontal structure to be delimited.

Unfortunately, the

literature contains no theories for choosing this spacing, and thus it is
a

pu~ely

subjective matter.

However, the depth of the structure being de-

limited is obviously important, and empirical work (Moore in Anonymous, 1951)
indicates that when the electrode spacing is equal to the structure's depth,
apparent changes occur in the resistivity.

Tnus a rule of thumb might be:

set the electrode spacing equal to the expected depth of the structure, as
was done in the present research.
The interpretation of resistivity sUl'veys, their theoretical foundation,
history, and a complete bibliography are contained in Interpretation of
Resistivity Data by Van Nostrand and Cook (1966).
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PREVIOUS USES OF THE RESISTIVITY SURVEY
Although the resistivity techldque has been used widely for many different purposes, the literature contains few reports dealing with its use
in delimiting groundwater contamination, even though it was shown in the
late

1~30's

(Swartz, 1937, 1939; and Sayre and Stephenson, 1937) 'that the

technique was applicable to salt-water boundaries and in some cases re,sulted
in surprising accuracy.
After the publication of U,e article by Swartz in 1939, no further
mention of this type of work is made in the literature uantil 1951 when
Roman (Anonymous, 1951) mentioned the previous work in passing.
until the late 1960' s thflt fUI'th"r work is reported.

It is not

In these later papers,

the gross problem of delimiting salt-water bour.daries had bp.en abandoned,
and the much more

suL~le

problem of delimiting zones of contamination

around eanitary landfills, septic tank tile fields, cesspools, and unlined
oil field disposal pits was being considered.
In his paper, Warner (1.969) divided his research into two parts based
on locale.

The first portion. field studies, wa'" performed at five sites

on Long Island, New York, with the explinitobjective of evaluating the
resistivity technique as a meth!>d for determining variations in groundwater
quality.

In these studies, he found consistently low readings using the

horizcmtal profi.ling technique in regions downstream from the source of
c.,ntamination.

The other half of t he paper was devoted to surveys performed

in western Texas whieh had the S.lme purpose.

Even though the latter data

were not as conclusive as that generated on Long lsland, he was able to
conclude:
"The meal;ure of earth roesistivity is a possible means of detecting and outlining zones of groundwater contamination ••. "
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The second recent paper in this area represents research conducted by
Cartwright and McComas (1968) in conjunction with a study of sanitary landfills by Hughes et al. (1969).

Five landfills were investigated, and the

results of the resistivity survey were used as a guide in locating piezometers for 'the hydrologic investigation.
Most of the work done by Cartwright and McComas wa.s based on horizontal
survey techniques, and when the data for one site were adjusted subjectively
to account for known geological variations, a positive correlation coefficient of 0.98 was obtained by linear regression with salinity measurements,
, clearly defining the value of the technique.
Although fe\;, if any, other papers have been l;ritten on the SUbject.
the references cited clearly indicated that valid results can be obtained,
provided the geological conditions are not unfavorable.

It should be noted

that the geology in the vicinity of Lake George Village is similar to that
in the area of northeastern Illinois where Cartwright and McComas performed
their work.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In order to determine the direction of groundwater flow in the vicinity
of the treatment plant, eIther type of survey could have been used.

By

using depth profiles, the elevation to bedrock or peizometric surface could
have been determined, and thus the gradient of groundwater plotted by taking
into account cha.nges in elevation above mean sea level.

The horizon1:al sur-

vey could also be used to delimit the zone of contamination (a low resIstivity area due to increased ionic concentrations in groundwater) which by its
shape would indicate the direction of groundwater travel (by being elongated
in that direction).

Even though the horizontal survey approach is indirect,

it was chosen. as Cartwright and McComas (1968) had encountered difficulty
7

with depth profiles in the vicdnity of sanitat'y landfills and their zones
of contamination.

Several. depth profiles were performed however, but the

results could not be intel'preted in light of the known geology ..
Thirty sites wet'e selected on the basis of accessibili.ty, visibility,
and the absence of underground metallic objects sUch as wete·!' lilIes, seNers,
etc. which would advel'sely affect the readings.

(Site 25 eventually had

to be dt'opped after selection as it proved unsuitable, so the final sUI'vey
comJisted of 29 sites, although the original numbering was retained.)
The resistivity metel' used was of the direct current variety using
the Wenner array and an electrode spac.i.llg of 50 feet, as it was known that
groundwater would be approximately this deep near the
Part

I)"

treatment plant (see

Th1.!, spacing fUl'ther reduced the number of ava.ilab.le sites due

to 1:he few at'cas where a straight • level distance of 150 feet could be found.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The data obtained in the sUI'vey are plotted as an i60 resistivity map
in Figure 3.

The data fl'om site 7 was deleted in making this map as the

value obtained (12,060 ohm-ft) at this site (along Prospect Mountain Road
near the lower sand beds) was almost a full order of magnhude above the
next highest value (no. 17 at 3205 ohm-ft).

The tl'eatment plant is located

in thO! lower right hand cornel', while the arrow represents the interpreted
dil'ection of groundwater flow.
lt will be noted tilat the data for points 30, 11, and 8 form

,1

definite

path of l.ow roesistivity from the vicinity of the treatment plant northerly
to the boundary of the sllt'vey.

The resistivity values measured at sites 8

and 30 were signi.fioantly lower than at any other site (200 and 175 ohm-ft
resp,!ctively) further emphasizing the path.
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Also, resishvity valu$s in other directions from the plant increase,
indicating an absence of increased ionic concentrations.

Thus there appears

to be only one way to interpret the horizontal resistivity data:

that the

dosed treatment plant etfluent flows underground in a ncrthel'.lY direction
at least

CIS

far as West Brook.

Whether tne erfluent enters, West Bl'ook

itself, or paf.()es under it to enter the .Lake farther nortrl, cannot be interpr",tea from trle horizontal t'esistivlt:y data.
SOllie mention shoulu be made, however, of the t'elatively high resistiv-

Ity values encountered at the treatment plant itself, and .ln partlcular
site 5 (.1.010 ohm-ft) whicb is .Located near the start of the
re"istivity.

pat~

of 10\-1

The most 111\ely explanation for these hlgh values is tnat the

electrode spacing of 50 feet l1a1> not sufflciently distant to penetrate to
A well sunk in sand Ded '+ encoun-

the depth of groundwater' in this area.

tered groundw<:ltet' a-t an ele,'ution of Ifl5.o6 ft,
sUI'face.

Ot'

59.3 1• ft below the

As was discussed bde:fly above, tile effective depttl of penetra-

tion of tne array can be consldered to be equal to tne electrode spacing.
fhi,,; being the case, tlle resistivity recoraed for site 5 represents the soi.l
above groundwate.r to a deptl1 of

,,0

almost another 10 ft deeper, h

l10uld be expected that the increased con-

ductivhy wuul(j have little effec.:t
l'elatively high value at "ite 5.
the hign value at tllis :;ite is

feet.
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With the contaminated gr'oundwater

the resistivity ,'eading, alld thus the

Of course, lhe posslbllity exisls 'that

uu'~ (0

some

geo.i.og~ca.l

fe ... tu!'e

OJ:

high resis-

tivity.in the overbe"ring soil "hich would domiuute "my J.ow !'eslstl.vity al:
the sugge"teCl depth uf grollndwuter in thi:s area.
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SUMMARY
Th .. original goal of thi.. overall study was to determine .he direction
and location of the tlow of the tiewage effluent applied to the sand beds of
the Lake George Village seHage tx'ea'tment plant, alld to evaluate the quality

,

of that dbcharge as it flowed through the ground.

The initial attempt to

study this by means of a series of wells was thwarted by a lack of funds
to install a s',li'ficient number of wells to locate the flow.

Thus Part I

was limited to a study of the qUdlity of the sewage effluent as
lated through the top 10 ft of the sand beds.

it perco-

The results of this resis-

tivity study have provided useful information regarding the most likely
direction and location of the sewage effluent flow.

With a few well-placed

wells, further informa.tion can be obtained on the ljuality of this water as
it flows through the

~~ound.

This will be the subject of Part III of this

study.
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